
We never forget to dedicate
November 11th to our honouring
veterans and active military
members which is declared as a
national holiday in the United
Stated. Last but definitely not the
least, we celebrate Trans Day of
Remembrance on November 20th
for a day. We must also respect
Trans gender Awareness week
which is celebrated on the first
two weeks of November.
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This will be a november to 
remember.
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By Devanshi (Year 8) 

November, a month of awareness
and celebrations.  Native American
Heritage is celebrated on
November 1st for a month followed
by recognising hunger and
respecting the homeless, it is
celebrated on November 12 for a
week.We also celebrateWorld
Kindness day by filling the world
with Kindness which is celebrated
on November 12 for
a day?
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SILAMBAM WORLD RECORD HOLDER
By Sai Vaibhav (Year 4) 

Silambam is a popular variant of martial arts which is performed with the aid of
some specific weapons, primarily with bamboo sticks. It is widely performed in
the regions of Tamil Nadu (India) which is also the birthplace of the game, where
it emerged in around 1000 years BCE. The primary focus of the fighters is to use
the bamboo stick as a weapon to defeat the opponents. The length of the
weapon stick depends on the height of the fighters.

I began training Silambam at the age of five and today hold a green belt. Despite
the fact that the epidemic has paused the entire planet, our academy has joined
online and I was given an opportunity to perform a “World Record” in 2019. By
September 2022, I had won a Gold Medal in an inter-school state level
championship tournament, and by November 2022, I had earned a Bronze medal
in a tournament hosted by FIT FOREEVER Lalaport Bukit Bintang. Rigorous
Silambam practise improves, reflexive joint and muscle movement and body
flexibility, mental concentration, and relieves fatigue, lethargy, and mental stress.
To me it is a sport which keeps me happy and makes me feel that, I have an
identity apart from my regular routine.



CHILDREN'S DAY

Have you ever wondered why we celebrate
Children’s Day around the world? Let me
give you a brief history about this. Children’s
Day is a commemorative date celebrated
annually in honor of children, whose date of
observance varies by country. In 1925,
International Children’s Day was first
proclaimed in Geneva during the World
Conference on Child Welfare. Since 1950, it
has been celebrated on the 1st of June in
most Communist and post-Communist
countries. World Children’s Day is celebrated
on the 20th November to commemorate the
declaration of the Rights of the Child by the
UN General Assembly on 20 November 1959. 
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By Radhika Somai (Year 4) 

Children’s Day is often celebrated with several fun activities in schools and other
educational institutions. Children are presented with toys, gifts, and sweets to make
the day special for them. In several schools, teachers do performances for children’s
entertainment. The parents also can make simple celebrations at home to make the
day meaningful by doing a little home-picnic for their children, cooking or baking
with them, pizza party, painting party or organizing an online Zoom party for their
children and their friends.

In Malaysia, Children’s Day is annually celebrated on the last Saturday in October.
Many events are organized at national and state level to celebrate this event. The
Government of Malaysia organizes special events to celebrate Children’s Day. A
special ceremony takes place in Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia, where
outstanding children receive their awards.



The fear of speaking is common amongst our peers. In order to enhance the voices of 
students of Valley International School, students are advocated by the teachers to do 
SLC (Student led conference) each term. Parents of the students are encouraged to see 
their child present about a subject that intrigued their curiousity

Takshan, a year 5 student of VIS, explained that he was scared and nervous at first but 
later got the confidence he needed to enlighten others. This distinctive experience 
shows that the voices of the students matters and should be heard. To speak is to 
have a voice and visson. 

Now that's a wrap for this term's SLC!
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 As we all know, the emission of air pollutants from fossil
fuel combustion is the major cause of urban air pollution.
Given the state of our ecosystem at this time in history, it
is beneficial for us to prevent pollution of any form.
Energy conservation refers to the actions taken to lower
energy use. Resources for obtaining energy are at scarce,
and energy regeneration can take a long time. Thus why
conserving energy is to be our utmost priority.

Wasting energy not only has a negative impact on the
environment, but also your capital. Considering these
non-renewable resources are frequently offered at high
and expensive prices, excessive energy-use depletes both
the resources and also your monthly expenditures. An
additional reason as to why humanity has to save energy.

Save energy for a brighter future!

AWARENESS ON SAVING
ENERGY

THAT'S A WRAP : SLC 

By Hani Eryna  (Year 10)

By Mohana (Year 10) 
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Fact #4
 It’s impossible to sneeze with your 
eyes open.

 Fact #5
 A shark doesn’t contain any bones 
in its body
  

 Fact #6
Hawaii’s Mauna Loa is the largest 
active volcano in the world.

November the 1st and 2nd are historically 
observed as the Day of the Dead. The Day of 

the Dead -also known as Dia de los Muertos-  
is a, happy holiday that encourages 

remembrance of the dead, and a celebration 
of their memory. Despite having its roots in 

Mexico, the event is now observed 
throughout Latin America with the use of 
colourful calaveras (skulls) and calacas 

(skeletons).

B Y  H A N I  E R Y N A  ( Y E A R  1 0 )

Day of the Dead

B Y  L A A S Y A  ( Y E A R  7 )

Did You Know?
Fact #1

An Octopus has a tiny brain in each 

of its eight arms in addition to the 

central brain.

 Fact #2
 There are more stars in the 
universe than grains of sand on the 
Earth’s beaches.
                  
 Fact #3
 Dolphins sleep with one eye 
closed.

jok
es

 on 
you!

because they use honey combs.

why do bees have
sticky hair?

Yesterday I saw a guy spill his
Scrabble letters on the road. I asked
him,’’ What’s the word on the
street?”

Why did the 
scarecrow win an 

award? He was 
outstanding in his 

field.
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World Jellyfish Day is observed on
November 3 of every year. It is a special
day to commemorate the invertebrate
that has been on this earth for millions
of years longer than humans.

It is believed to be created by a group of
enthusiastic marine biologists or
simply the members who merely
respect the simplicity of these strange
and yet beautiful creatures in the world.
World Jellyfish Day typically comes
within the spring period, as the spring
season is the time when they began
their migration to the shores of the
northern hemisphere. 

World Jellyfish Day!

Aequorea Victoria, or 
commonly referred to as the 
"Crystal jellyfish" has a 
lifetime expectancy of only 
6months!
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By Mohana (Year 10) and Ayana (Year 4) 

Phacellophora Camtschatica or
often called as the "Fried egg-
jellyfish" is a type of jellyfish that
looks like an egg-yolk. 

Olindias Formosus, or 
"Flower-hat jellyfish", is a 
rare species that is only 
15cm wide! That's the size of 
your average ruler!

Atolla wyvillei or the Atolla 
jellyfish, can swim as far as 
4000m below the surface of 
the water. 



 Adam woke up and found himself in a dark
gloomy room. He tried to look if there was any
sign of light but not even a single ray passed
through the giant heavy door that stood in front
of him. He had even hurt himself with the sharp
edge of the door. Adam tried to break the door's
locks but hope had given up on him. A sudden
sound came from beyond the door which
startled Adam, but a thought of his interrupted
the moment; 

If someone was behind the door, it could be a
good chance to escape from this dungeon. 

 Minutes later, a man came into the room and
yelled out his name and dragged Adam out of
danger. Adam asked the stranger where he was
being taken to but there wasn’t an answer to his
question. Adam soon found himself in a
magnificent hall that sparkled like diamonds.
The place gave him a heavenly feeling which
made him feel like an astronaut floating in
space.

Adam saw two people sitting on a throne,
looking at him with pure love in their eyes. He
looked around when his eyes caught a familiar
face, Jimin. 

Saga Challenge: Episode 3
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 He was wearing a whole new outfit, and his
hair and everything were so different. Nothing
seemed to make sense. 

“At last, we are finally able to meet our long-
lost son. The prince of this kingdom. Prince
Adam of Ionia. We are so happy that we found
our precious gem.” Adam decided to interrupt
the king. 

“What are you talking about your majesty?, You
lost me when you mentioned my name, and the
‘Prince of Iona’. What is this all about?” 
“You are a prince who got kidnapped by dacoits
from the palace while I was at war with our
biggest rival and enemy. We are just grateful to
the moon goddess and Jimin who helped us to
find you”.
"The Moon Goddess?" questioned Adam.
"Yes, my beloved son. We have been searching
for you for decades."

The King had explained everything to Adam
and left him speechless. Just when Adam
started to connect the scattered dots together,
the King asked him an abrupt question.

By Nandini (Y9)



"Do you have that birthmark that has a dragon sign on it? It's in red and black colour?"
“Ah, yes. The one that's near my neck?” 
“Yes. Oh my lord it is you. My dear son. Do you know how much happiness you have brought
us just by being here?”
“I do?” 
“Yes honey.” The Queen added on and continued,
“My dear, there are a lot of things we have to discuss in private. So, go and change into some
comfortable clothes that our servants put together ever so carefully and meet us at the
garden. As for Jimin, please take Adam up to his room.”
“As you say my queen” replied Jimin.

Jimin led Adam to his room as Adam’s curiosity took hold of him. 
“Jimin, why didn't you tell me that you were my guardian. I would have kept your identity a
secret. You know you can trust me right?”

“I promised our mothers to keep this away from you. You were too young and naive to
understand any of this. But since the truth divulged itself, how do you feel?
“I’m actually thrilled and I feel my heart becoming warm again.”
“That’s great Adam. We’ll continue this once you’ve changed alright?” 

He left, leaving Adam in the expressive room all alone. Though the room was bombarded
with luxury, Adam still felt empty deep inside. 
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What is world kindness day?
World Kindness is an international holiday which
is celebrated   to spread positivity and awareness
of the importance of kindness to the community.
This day started after the formation of the ‘World
Kindness Act’.This holiday was first celebrated in
the year 1998.It is celebrated on november 13th of
every year.

How is kindness spread all over
the world?
Kindness is very important as it spreads positivity
to make the world a better place for us to live.It is
used to encourage others b yincreasing their self
esteem,empathy,compassion and decrease their
stress levels.We can spread kindness by helping
others in need and encouraging to help them
succeed more in life.We can also spread kindness
with a smile on your face which spreads a lot of
positivity.

 Gracefully swiping your paintbrush across a
snow white canvas, painting a scene and just let
your imagination go wild. Does this sound like
you? If so, the huevember challenge is a great
challenge for you.
Huevember is an art challenge that is done in the
month of November. 

WORLD KINDNESS DAY

HUEVEMBER: A PLETHORA
OF COLOURS 

By Laasya (Year 7) 

By Lakshita & Bhavishya (Y7) 

 It is about making a drawing using one colour on each of the days of
November. Each day has an assigned colour, which we must use to make
our own composition. This has to be done every single day of November.

 Huevember is a great adventure that tests your creativity. It refines your
artistic skills and colour choices as well. You can draw anything you want,
just make sure you don’t use too many of the other colours. This art
challenge may sound very complex but it’s actually quite simple.
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WORLD NEWS

TO THE MOON AND BEYOND:
ARTERMIS 1 
We're finanlly going back! At least as of
now, satellites.  On Nov.16, we embarked on
flight of Artemis 1, which is ongoing
tragectory to orbit around our natural
satellite, the moon.

Artemis I is the first integrated flight test of
the agency's deep space exploration
technologies, including the Orion spacecraft,
SLS rocket, and base systems. Artemis I is
the first in a series of progressively
complicated missions that will enable
human exploration of the Moon and Mars—
an vital test before flying people on the
Artemis II mission.

FIERY ELECTIONS
Malaysia's historic election -after the
appointment of 2 prime ministers in 2 years
following Dr. Mahathir's resignation- was held
on Saturday, October 19. Although many
people believed that this election would mark
a turning point for the nation, the contrary
transpired.  

After none of the parties were able to occupy
enough seats to form a government, Malaysia
faced its first hung parliament.  Coalitions
had to meet as a result and defend their
position to the monarch, who would select
the new leader of Malaysia. The entire country
experienced anarchy for at least 4 days before
learning officially on November 24, that Dato'
Anwar Ibrahim had been sworn in as the
country's tenth prime minister.

Within hours of the tragedy, President Yoon
Suk-yeol called an emergency meeting and
announced an investigation into the cause of
the crush. On Sunday morning, he declared a
national day of mourning.

THE GREAT CRUSH: ITAEWON 
HALLOWEEN DISASTER

As people ran out to commemorate the
festivities of Halloween, the streets of
Itaewon flooded with excitement. However,
things eventually, took a turn for the worst.
Several thousand of partygoers, many of
them young, had crammed into Itaewon's
narrow  streets and alleyways for the first
nearly unrestricted Halloween festivities in
three years. An uncontrollable rush of people
into one narrow alleyway turned into a
deadly crush, killing at least 155 and injuring
197.
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https://www.nasa.gov/specials/artemis-i/
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stay tuned for the next edition!
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